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The highly nonuniform transient power densities in modern semiconductor devices present difficult performance and reliability challenges for circuit components, multiple levels
of interconnections and packaging, and adversely impact overall power efficiencies. Runtime temperature calculations would be beneficial to architectures with dynamic thermal
management, which control hotspots by effectively optimizing regional power densities.
Unfortunately, existing algorithms remain computationally prohibitive for integration
within such systems. This work addresses these shortcomings by formulating an efficient
method for fast calculations of temperature response in semiconductor devices under a
time-dependent dissipation power. A device temperature is represented as output of an
infinite-impulse response (IIR) multistage digital filter, processing a stream of sampled
power data; this method effectively calculates temperatures by a fast numerical convolution of the sampled power with the modeled system’s impulse response. Parameters such
as a steady-state thermal resistance or its extension to a transient regime, a thermal
transfer function, are typically used with the assumption of a linearity and timeinvariance (LTI) to form a basis for device thermal characterization. These modeling
tools and the time-discretized estimates of dissipated power make digital filtering a wellsuited technique for a run-time temperature calculation. A recursive property of the proposed algorithm allows a highly efficient use of an available computational resource;
also, the impact of all of the input power trace is retained when calculating a temperature
trace. A network identification by deconvolution (NID) method is used to extract a timeconstant spectrum of the device temperature response. We verify this network extraction
procedure for a simple geometry with a closed-form solution. In the proposed technique,
the amount of microprocessor clock cycles needed for each temperature evaluation
remains fixed, which results in a linear relationship between the overall computation
time and the number of temperature evaluations. This is in contrast to time-domain convolution, where the number of clock cycles needed for each evaluation increases as the
time window expands. The linear dependence is similar to techniques based on FFT algorithms; in this work, however, use of z-transforms significantly decreases the amount of
computations needed per temperature evaluation, in addition to much reduced memory
requirements. Together, these two features result in vast improvements in computational
throughput and allow implementations of sophisticated runtime dynamic thermal management algorithms for all high-power architectures and expand the application range to
embedded platforms for use in a pervasive computing environment.
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1

Introduction

Thermal management of high-performance integrated-circuit
chips has become one of the most critical design challenges
throughout all integrated-circuit architectural and manufacturing
communities. As transistor feature size in semiconductor devices
continues to shrink and deliver the potential for reduced gate
delay, the corresponding power densities and operating frequencies have increased rapidly. Multicore circuit architectures
can further exacerbate the problem by creating highly localized
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transient heat fluxes. These high heat fluxes can cause temperature
excursions that have major adverse impacts on device performance, reliability and power efficiency.
Standard cooling solutions may not be well suited for minimizing these highly localized, transient hotspots. Furthermore, cost
constraints in industrial applications imply that cooling alone will
not be able to resolve these thermal challenges. Instead, attention
has shifted to thermally aware circuit design and dynamic thermal
management (DTM). In thermally aware circuit design, accurate
evaluations of thermal behavior under long power traces are used
to optimize applications during the early stages of architecturelevel designs [1,2]. This strategy is effective for system design but
cannot be adapted to the chip’s changing operating conditions and
application demands. To account for these effects, dynamic
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thermal management (DTM) performs run-time control of local
chip power in response to temperature measurements from onchip thermal sensors [3]. To date, DTM schemes have not leveraged transient thermal models because existing modeling techniques are not adequately efficient for runtime applications. Widely
available numerical modeling software (e.g., finite element models) is inappropriate for runtime applications due to extensive
requirements on computational resources. These calculation tools
instead provide an excellent reference for validating alternative
modeling techniques and will be used for that purpose in this
work. Thermal circuit models offer an alternative modeling technique with reduced computational requirements and are discussed
in more detail below.
The methods for constructing dynamic compact thermal models
can be divided into two general categories: The thermal RC network approach and thermal RC ladder approach. The first
approach constructs an equivalent thermal RC network that accurately describes dynamics of the thermal system. This can be
achieved by transforming the spatially discretized system matrices
of the governing equation in finite element/volume models, into a
thermal circuit network consisting of thermal resistance element
interconnecting neighboring nodes and heat capacity element to
the reference thermal ground [4]. The thermal circuit network is
formulate a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE)
CT_ þ R1 T ¼ FP

(1)

where C and R are the thermal capacitance and thermal resistance
matrices, T is the vector of node temperatures, F is the input
power select matrix that maps the power source vector P onto the
nodes. While the ODE system in Eq. (1) can be directly solved in
circuit simulation software such as SPICE and HotSpot [5], its
dimension is proportional to the number of nodes which makes it
poorly suited for runtime applications due to high computational
requirements. To improve the computational efficiency, several
model order reduction methods are developed to transform the
high-dimensional system to a low-dimensional one for a faster
calculation [6,7]. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a representative
thermal network model.

An alternate approach, the RC ladder model, is formulated for
better computational efficiency for the location of interest. The
thermal response of the system, subjected to a step-function power
pulse, is recorded with appropriately resolved timescales. A suitable extraction technique is then used to define an RC ladder model
with an equivalent response [8]. Typically, the needed stepfunction response Z(t) can be modeled numerically or obtained
directly from a measurement. Assuming model linearity, the temperature response T(t) to an arbitrary power trace input P(t) can be
computed by the convolution integral between input power and
the time derivative of Z(t).
T ðtÞ ¼

ðt

PðsÞ  Z_ ðt  sÞds ¼ PðtÞ  Z_ ðtÞ

(2)

0

The RC network model can be suited for describing a multiinput-multi-output (MIMO) thermal system. In this modeling
approach, obtaining a dynamic thermal response in Eq. (1)
requires a spatial discretization of governing equations over a
complete model domain. The model complexity often requires
extensive linear algebra manipulations for reducing the number of
unknowns in the studied system. A model order reduction method
must be carried out with caution in order to ensure numerical stability. In addition, this approach relies on the discrete numerical
models representing the thermal system and cannot directly be
based on the experimental results.
In contrast, the RC ladder approach can take either simulation
or experimental input for model formulation. The RC ladder
model resolves only a single conduction path; for modeling a
MIMO system such as a chip with multiple hotspots, the results of
several models must be linearly superimposed. Therefore, the RC
ladder approach is more appropriate for thermal systems with a
limited number of points of interest, such as hotspots. In this paper, we use the RC ladder model.
Within the category of RC ladder models, there are two types
of models to consider: Foster ladder models and Cauer ladder
models, as shown in Fig. 2. Cauer ladder models provide a better
physical description the heat flow path in the system, while Foster
ladder models only capture the thermal behavior but have no

Fig. 1 Example of a network circuit model of a chip die on a heat spreader attached to a heat
sink. This type of model [5] is not well-suited for runtime implementations due to a significant
computational penalty.
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ods have been developed to determine the discrete elements in a
ladder shown in Fig. 2, e.g., through fitting of the simulated/measured heating curves in time- [9] and frequency- [10] domains. A
method preferred in this work was proposed by Szekely [11] and
is based on computing distributed time-constant spectrum from a
measured thermal transient response in time domain. For an experimental implementation, this method has been extended by
applying a similar identification procedure on the measured
impulse response spectrum in the frequency domain [12]. As previously stated, the Foster RC ladder can be converted to an equivalent Cauer RC ladder to provide increased physical insight, if
desired. A brief summary of this technique follows next.
The step response for unit power can be generalized by considering a continuous time-constant spectrum
ð1

t
RðsÞ 1  e s ds
(4)
ZðtÞ ¼
0

Fig. 2 (a) Foster RC ladder and (b) Cauer RC ladder representations of thermal system.

Introducing variables
z ¼ lnðtÞ; w ¼ lnðxÞ; n ¼ lnðsÞ

physical equivalent. Use of the Cauer ladder is not straightforward
due to its complicated mathematical representation. Fortunately, a
Foster ladder can be easily transformed to a Cauer ladder which
provides the same step-function thermal response Z(t). For this
reason, step-function responses are typically characterized by the
Foster-type ladder, and such an approach is taken in this paper.
As mentioned, the improvements in modeling efficiency using
RC-ladder approach are made by recognizing that the thermal
response is only needed for specific regions of the chip, typically
at hotspot locations. Still, developing reduced models presents
challenges due to strong dependence of the device thermal
response on the temporal and spatial pattern of input power, the
disparate values of thermal time constants, and variations in
boundary conditions. Furthermore, implementing these models for
a chip-level runtime temperature regulation means that the model
needs to be extremely efficient, in particular when evaluating convolution integral needed for the temperature calculation.
The present work directly addresses the modeling and computational challenges needed for a successful implementation of runtime temperature calculations into a framework of a thermally
aware architecture. Section 2 provides a summary of network
identification by deconvolution (NID) and discusses numerical
aspects of this technique. We then propose an improved method
for calculating temperature evolution with arbitrary power traces
which bypasses direct evaluation of the convolution integral. It
employs a recursive infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filter
on sampled power traces, which is a well-developed and commonly used approach in digital signal processing community. A
derivation of the IIR digital filter coefficients based on the parameterized thermal RC ladder is then presented. Section 3 discusses model validation results and demonstrates the best
achievable scaling of the required execution time with the number
of runtime computations by comparing the proposed technique to
the existing convolution methods. The improvements in computational efficiency proposed in this work make this approach wellsuited for implementation in a majority of computing architectures developed to date and ease the adoption for future use.

2

Thermal Modeling Approach

2.1 Determining the Step Response of the Foster RC
ladder. Using a Foster RC ladder model, the time dependent thermal impedance can be written as


K
X
 t
(3)
Ri 1  e Ri Ci
Z ðtÞ ¼
i¼1

where Ri (K/W) and Ci (J/K) form the ith stage of RC ladder (Fig.
2), with K being the number of stages in the ladder. Various methJournal of Electronic Packaging

(5)

one obtains
T ðzÞ ¼
Qt ðzÞ ¼

ð1



zn
RðnÞ 1  ee
dn

1
ð1

dT ðzÞ
¼
dz

zn

RðnÞezne dn ¼ RðzÞ  eze

(6)
z

(7)

1

Similarly, in frequency domain, the following expressions are found
dRe½hðwÞ
¼ RðwÞ  wr ðwÞ
dw
Qi ðwÞ ¼ Im½hðwÞ ¼ RðwÞ  wi ðwÞ

Qr ðwÞ ¼ 

(8)

Equations (7) and (8) are convolutions of the desired system
response with the functions
wt ð xÞ ¼ exe
w r ð xÞ ¼

x

2e2x

ð1 þ e2x Þ2
ex
w i ð xÞ ¼
1 þ e2x

(9)

Szekely [13] gave an overview of the chances of deconvolving
time-constant spectrum from the measured or calculated system
responses. In this work, we use closed-form expressions for the
spectrum of these convolving functions
Wt ðkÞ ¼ Cð1  2ipkÞ
 
Wr ðkÞ ¼ p2 k csch p2 k
p
Wi ðkÞ ¼ sechðp2 kÞ
2

(10)

where k is the variable in the Fourier domain complementary to
the logarithm of the time constant, the gamma function C (analytically continued into a complex plane) is used for the time-domain
deconvolution method, and hyperbolic functions are used for
deconvolution using the associated frequency-domain techniques.
The time constant spectrum can then be found by the inverse
transform
0
1
zt
Gt;r;i ðkÞ 
B
C
(11)
F Qt;r;i
Rt;r;i @ zr A ¼ F1
Wt;r;i ðkÞ
zi
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where F and F1 represent a Fourier transform pair and Gt,r,i is an
appropriately chosen filter, typically Gaussian [13], suppressing
discretization and numerical round-off errors at high k values.
To uncover the computational aspects of NID methodology, it
is useful to examine a system consisting of one single time constant. In znthis case, a transform of a Qt function, given by
R0 ezn0 e 0 , can be written out as
Qðk; n0 Þ ¼ R0  e2pkin0  Wt ðkÞ

(12)

Dividing this expression by Wt(k) in principle yields a spectrum
of a single pole located at n0. In practice, Wt(k) decreases sharply
with increasing k, and if the transform is calculated numerically,
as opposed to the analytical form of Eq. (12), the deconvolution
accuracy may be limited by round-off errors in calculating
Q(k,n0). The errors with magnitudes comparable to |R0  Wt (k)| at
sufficiently high k-values will render these components unusable.
Filtering this part of the spectrum is necessary and leads to
broadening of identified peaks. Limiting value of functions in
Eq. (10) to above numerical noise threshold was also found effective [13].

2.2 Review of Methods for Computing the Convolution
Integral. A direct approach is to compute the convolution integral in Eq. (2) in time domain. For a general case of a piecewise
constant power input Pj between tj and tjþ1, a discretized convolution integral becomes
T ðtÞ ¼

m
X





Pj Z t  tj  Zðt  tjþ1 Þ

i¼1

Ri 

m 
ttjþ1
ttj
X




e si  Pj þ aj  tjþ1  tj  si  e si
j¼1

 Pj  aj  si g

(14)

where aj ¼ Pjþ1  Pj =tjþ1  tj and si ¼ Ri Ci .
These direct time-domain convolution techniques can be effective for short temperature time traces, but due to linearly expanding number of terms with increasing time, the amount of
calculations needed for the m-th evaluation scales with m2.
The convolution integral can also be calculated by a multiplication in frequency domain of a power spectrum and of a thermal
transfer function, followed by the inverse operation
T ðtÞ ¼ F1 hFhPðtÞi  hð f Þi

(15)

where hð f Þ ¼ FZ_ ðtÞ. Equation (15) is a frequency domain equivalent of the convolution integral given by Eq. (2). With the transforms evaluated numerically, this formulation is an equivalent of
approach shown in Eq. (13) without a need for a model reduction
to an RC ladder once h(f) is available. A reduced RC model would
lead to an expression of the form
(
)
K
X
1
1
(16)
Ri  F
FhPðtÞi 
T ðtÞ ¼
1 þ 2 p i f si
i¼1
where f is frequency. The drawback of this approach is the
requirement for the calculation of a power spectrum for all timescales. As number of temperature calculation increases, Fourierdomain techniques can outperform direct convolution schemes
031001-4 / Vol. 135, SEPTEMBER 2013

yðnÞ ¼

M
X

bi  xðn  iÞ 

N
X

ai  yðn  iÞ

(17)

i¼0

(13)

where t ¼ tmþ1. A similar approach with interpolated Z(t) is proposed in Ref. [14].
A model reduction discussed in Sec. 1 with a piecewise linear
approximation of P(t) can be used to obtain a different approximation of the convolution integral [15]
K
X

2.3 Recursive Digital Filtering Technique for Computing
the Convolution Integral. A technique for computing the convolution integral, presented in this work, is developed by using a
form of discrete Laplace transforms (z-transforms) for convolving
a sampled physical variable with a known impulse response. The
transfer function of a digital filter can be constructed to approximate a response of a modeled thermal system due to its linear
time-invariant (LTI) property.
A model reduction is based on Foster RC ladder shown in as a
series of n-stage, first-order, low-pass filters in series, acting on
input power and outputting temperature in the continuous time domain. These filters in the continuous time domain can be transformed to a digital format in the discrete time domain, which
would then be applied to the sampled input power to achieve the
desired temperature response.
The use of digital filters instead of continuous-time filters is
advantageous for numerous reasons: it is easy to design and
implement; it can handle large dynamic range; it has stable performance. The general representation of digital filter in discrete
time domain is the difference equation:

i¼0

j¼1

T ðtÞ ¼

especially if using fast Fourier transforms, which scale as
Nf  logðNf Þ, where Nf is the number of points kept in discretized
power spectrum. The overall computational penalty still makes its
efficient implementation a challenge for a runtime implementation
with limited compute and memory resources.

where x(n) is the input signal at instant n, y(n) is the output signal
at instant n, and constants ai, i ¼ 0, 1…N, and bj, j ¼ 0,1…M, are
feed-back and feed-forward coefficients, respectively. Infinite
impulse response (IIR) filters have nonzero feedback coefficients
(ai = 0), as opposed to the finite impulse response (FIR) filters
(ai ¼ 0). The IIR filter has an impulse response that is nonzero
over an infinite length of time, which is a desirable property for
modeling a physical thermal response. In z-domain, a transfer
function of the digital filter in Eq. (27) is a ratio of polynomials
with powers of z1, with the feed-back and feed-forward coefficients forming the denominator and numerator polynomials,
respectively.
For a system represented by the Foster RC ladder, the impulse
_ has properties of an IIR filter due to its
response function Z(t)
exponentially decaying terms. To determine the feed-back ai and
feed-forward bj coefficients for the difference equation, the continuous transfer function H(s) of the analog multistage filter,
which can also be represented as a ratio of polynomials, is transformed to a discrete transfer function H(z) of its approximate IIR
digital equivalent. An inverse z-transform is then applied to calculate filter coefficients for the difference equation. There are
numerous available methods to transform from H(s) to H(z); in
this work, bilinear transformation method is preferred due to the
absence of frequency aliasing distortions.
In the continuous frequency domain, the complex impedance of
the Foster thermal RC ladder is given by
HðsÞ ¼

K
X
i¼1

Ri
1 þ s  si

(18)

where s is the complex frequency. A bilinear transformation is
performed by substitution of s in H(s) with
s¼

2 z1
Dt z þ 1

(19)

with Dt denoting the sampling interval. Using inverse z-transform
one then obtains the desired difference equation
Transactions of the ASME
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K 
X
2si  Dt
Rth;i Dt
T ðnÞ ¼
Ti ðn  1Þ þ
½PðnÞ þ Pðn  1Þ
2si þ Dt
2si þ Dt
i¼1
(20)
where T(n) and P(n) are the discrete temperature output and
power input at time n  Dt. As readily seen, this method bypasses
the direct convolution of the integral in Eq. (2). It recursively calculates the transient temperature response at any time step by
using the temperature output at the previous time step while
applying trapezoidal rule for integrating power input within the
time interval.
This work models a system subjected to a single heat source.
For a thermal system subjected to multiple heat sources, the transient temperature response at any location is the superposition of
the responses from multiple power excitations. Due to nonlinear
frequency mapping, the bilinear transformation method causes
frequency warping in H(z) that does not preserve the frequency
characteristics of corresponding H(s). This effect can be either
eliminated by prewarping before transformation, or minimized by
reducing sampling interval Dt according to the following
condition:


Dt
Dt
(21)
 tan
smin
smin
where smin is the minimum thermal time constant of the stages in
Foster RC ladder. For Dt/smin ¼ 0.2, the amount of frequency
warping is approximately 1.4% and has negligible effect on transient response in the time domain.
To summarize, the general procedure for obtaining digital filter
coefficients followed in this work involves identification of time
constant spectrum, its discretization into Foster’s ladder, mapping
of a transfer function into z-domain and finally an inverse ztransform to obtain feedback coefficients for the part of the filter
acting recursively on the previously calculated temperature and
feed-forward coefficients for the part of the filter acting on power
input into the identified Foster’s ladder.

3

Model Verification and Applications

3.1 Verification. The technique is verified against the analytical solution for one-dimensional conduction in a Cartesian geometry. The solution in complex frequency domain for semi-infinite
geometry yields
1
(22)
hðsÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c s=a

while for the case with restricted geometry the spectrum is
discontinuous
sn ¼

L2
;
ðpnÞ a
4

2

Rn ¼

8

L

ðpnÞ2 c

;

n ¼ 1; 3; 5…

(26)

with zero response at all other time constant values besides sn
listed above.
Equation (23) provides a solution for a thermal transfer function
in complex frequency for a case of restricted geometry domain,
while in time domain the solution for unit step in power density is
given by [17]
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ 1


2 at X
nL
nþ1
(27)
ð1Þn ierfc pﬃﬃﬃﬃ  ierfc pﬃﬃﬃﬃ L
Z ðtÞ ¼
c n¼0
at
at
Figure 3 shows the time constant spectrum identified by the
NID procedure with all three deconvolution methods of Eq. (11)
using discrete Fourier transforms. The thermal properties are that
of silicon (c ¼ 150 W m1 K1, a ¼ 8.47 105 m2 s1) and thickness of the slab is L ¼ 15  103 m. All extracted time constants
collapse onto one curve due to the use of an identical Gaussian filter function in the complementary domain. If a definite peak is
identified, it is integrated to obtain a lumped value centered at the
peak location. First several system poles, given by Eq. (26), are
identified accurately by the deconvolution procedure, as shown in
Fig. 4. The identified response converges to the distributed semiinfinite limit given by Eq. (26); the time constants at these values
can be lumped into a Foster’s ladder by integrating sections of a
continuous spectrum.
Figure 5 shows transfer functions constructed from the identified ladder. Using a full spectrum of identified response provides
near-identical match with the exact form given by Eq. (23) at
s ¼ i  x. A ladder with seven or more elements provides a good
approximation to the system thermal behavior at frequencies with
relevant amplitude responses. Figure 6 shows response of the constructed IIR filter to step in power for seven-stage identified ladder
with varying time steps. The frequency warping becomes pronounced at large time steps but the filter output is stable and
always converges to the expected steady state value.
3.2 Applications. Figure 7 depicts a schematic of a common
thermal system for demonstrating the proposed model generation

while for the finite geometry restricted to a slab of thickness L,
with zero temperature boundary condition at the side opposing to
the entering heat flux, the solution is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tanhðL s=aÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(23)
hðsÞ ¼
c s=a
where h(s) is the temperature response per unit heat flux, c and a
are thermal conductivity and diffusivity, respectively. The temperature response at a time constant s can be directly calculated using
real negative axis in s-plane to obtain the spectrum as [16]


1
RðsÞ ¼ Imh s1
p

(24)

The time-constant spectrum for the distributed case of semiinfinite media is then
RðsÞ ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
as
pc
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Fig. 3 Network identification by deconvolution (NID) using
responses in time and frequency domains for one-dimensional
conduction with a restricted geometry discussed in Sec. 3
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Fig. 4 An identification of system poles and its semi-infinite
limit. Refer to Sec. 3 for more detail.

using a commercially available solver. A representative two-layer
configuration consists of a chip with properties of silicon and a
heat sink with properties of copper subjected to forced convective
cooling. A thickness of 10 mm  10 mm silicon chip is 0.5 mm
and a thickness of 30 mm  30 mm copper spreader is 1 mm, with
a uniform convection coefficient of 104 W m2 K1. A uniform
power of 100 W was applied at the top surface of the silicon layer.
This representative system was modeled using COMSOLV Multiphysics software. Three different mesh sizes ranged from approximately 1100 to 10,500 mesh points. For all cases, the results are
self-consistent.
Figure 8 shows a result of the ladder extraction using a power
step response, as discussed earlier, with logarithmically spaced
time steps. The IIR filter, generated with 11-element identified
ladder, was used to process the same power step at identical time
samples. The agreement is excellent with less than 0.4% maximum transient error with respect to the steady-state response
value.

Fig. 6 Time step-size dependence. Technique demonstrates
good accuracy with limited time-steps. Slight deviations are
observed at very short timescales when using limited number
of time-steps.

R

Fig. 5 Transfer function identification. The exact transfer function is well-represented with a limited number of circuit stages
using proposed method. Deviations occur at high frequencies
depending on the number of latter stages.

031001-6 / Vol. 135, SEPTEMBER 2013

Fig. 7 Schematic of the chip geometry used for the numerical
simulation and proposed modeling method.

Figure 9 compares various convolution methods based on
extracted step shown in Fig. 8. The agreement is good between
the direct time domain, FFT-based frequency domain and IIR filter convolutions.
Figure 10 compares execution times of the IIR filter with that
of the existing techniques. The widths of the summation intervals
in Eqs. (13) and (14) are proportional to the time step index m.
This results in linear with number of past time steps demand for
computation power for each new time increment, which in turn
increases the overall computation load proportionally to m2. Memory requirements for the storage of time/power traces also become
a consideration. For the reasons stated, the existing algorithms do
not provide efficiencies needed for runtime computational temperature tracing given real-time transient power input. These inefficiencies make implementations particularly difficult in most
embedded platforms.
Frequency-domain FFT-based techniques can provide linear
scaling but each time step requires significant number of calculations in order to compute the power spectrum and corresponding
responses with the sufficient resolution. IIR digital filter based
computation also provides linear scaling for the overall computational load, but the number of computation per each time step is
reduced significantly. Additionally, memory requirements are
much less demanding compared to existing techniques, making
the proposed methodology ideally suited for runtime temperature
calculations.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 8 Thermal modeling of chip-spreader geometry shown on
Fig. 7. Compared are the results of simulations using commercial solver with the output of an IIR filter based on 11 stage ladder. The power step is at 100 W. The maximum transient errors
are less than 0.4% of the steady state response.

Fig. 10 Comparison in computational efficiency of different
methods for evaluation of convolution integrals. The recursive
IIR digital filter is superior to other convolution techniques and
is best-suited for run-time temperature calculations.

the power storage requirements are even less demanding since it’s
common to all filter stages. A numerical model of semiconductor
device is created to generate time-domain temperature responses
to step-function power excitation; excellent accuracy of the filter
output is confirmed when compared to simulations.
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4

Summary and Concluding Remarks

This work presents a novel approach for predicting temperature
evolution in electronic devices subjected to transient heat sources.
It is based on modeling dynamic behavior of a thermal system
with an identified and discretized time-constant spectrum. We use
network identification by deconvolution (NID) to obtain a compact thermal model as an RC Foster ladder; this form is found
particularly useful due to an easy conversion to a digital filter representation using a bilinear transformation. We verify the model
extraction procedure using analytical solution and demonstrate
correct identification of known system poles and convergence of
the extracted time constant spectrum to the limiting case. We then
present IIR digital filters suited for run-time evaluation of convolution integral in discrete time-domain. A simple formulation of
recursive digital filters makes the algorithm well-suited for runtime temperature predictions. The resulting recursive algorithm
yields temperature calculation at a given time instant using just
one value of a previous temperature response for each filter stage;
Journal of Electronic Packaging
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